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THE LATTICE STRUCTURE OF FLOW IN PLANAR GRAPHS*
SAMIR KHULLERt, JOSEPH (SEFFI) NAOI:t*, AND PHILIP KLEIN
Abstract. Flow in planar graphs has been extensively studied, and very efficient algorithms have been
developed to compute max-flows, min-cuts, and circulations. Intimate connections between solutions to the
planar circulation problem and with "consistent" potential functions in the dual graph are shown. It is also
shown that the set of integral circulations in a planar graph very naturally forms a distributive lattice whose
maximum corresponds to the shortest path tree in the dual graph. Further characterized is the lattice in terms
of unidirectional cycles with respect to a particular face called the root face. It is shown how to compactly
encode the entire lattice and it is also shown that the set of solutions to the min-cost flow problem forms a
sublattice in the presented lattice.
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1. Introduction. Maximum flow has been one of the most well-studied problems in
the area of algorithms (both in the fields of computer science and operations research)
over the last 40 years. It has applications in solving efficiently a large set of problems,
e.g., many VLSI problems, transportation problems, and communication networks.
Flow in planar graphs has been extensively studied, and very efficient algorithms
have been developed to compute max-flows, min-cuts, and circulations. There is a wealth
of ideas in solving these problems efficiently for this class of graphs [FF], [H], [HJ], [IS],
[J], [JV], [MN], [R], [KN]. (The algorithms vary for different versions of the same basic
flow problem.) Very efficient parallel and sequential algorithms can also be developed
by exploiting the planar structure of the graph.
Recently, Miller and Naor [MN] have noted that the most general formulation of the
maximum flow problem in planar graphs must allow for the existence of many sources
and sinks. Unlike the case of arbitrary graphs, where sources and sinks can be merged,
for planar networks there is no obvious reduction of the multiple source/sink problem
to a single source/sink problem. Miller and Naor further showed that the case where the
demands of the sources and sinks are fixed is equivalent to a circulation problem (with
lower bounds on edge capacities). They also gave an efficient algorithm for computing
a circulation.
Our objective is to study the structure of the set of integral solutions to the circulation
problem for planar graphs. We review the relation between solutions to the planar circulation problem and consistent potential functions in the dual graph and show that there
is a one-to-one correspondence between them. We then show that the set of circulations
in a planar graph very naturally forms a distributive lattice (under an appropriate definition of meet and join operations for the lattice). We further characterize the lattice in
terms of unidirectional cycles with respect to a particular face called the root face. We
show that the top (bottom) element of the lattice is the circulation in which there are no
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clockwise (counterclockwise) residual cycles around the root face. It turns out that the
flow functions computed by [H], [HJ], [J], and [MN] correspond to the top element of
the circulation lattice. (This is essentially a matter of notation; if we reverse the direction
of the dual edges, their algorithms will be computing the bottom element in the lattice.)
It is interesting to note that, if a planar graph also contains vertex capacities, i.e., there
is a limit on the amount of flow that is allowed to go through a vertex, then the set of
feasible circulations does not form a lattice (see 3.4).
The lattice representing all feasible circulations is clearly of exponential size, since
there are exponentially many solutions to the circulation problem. We provide a compact
encoding of the entire lattice by providing a directed acyclic graph (dag) such that the
predecessor-closed subsets of this partial order correspond to elements in the lattice.
Although this dag may be large, its size depends on the maximum edge-capacitymwe
can represent it succinctly, in polynomial size. This compact encoding of the partial
order provides, in turn, a compact encoding of the lattice elements.
The minimum cost circulation problem is that of obtaining a circulation of minimum
cost in a network whose edges have both capacities and costs per unit of flow. The problem is equivalent to the transshipment problem and has wide applicability to a variety of
optimization problems [AMO]. One of the motivations for the research reported here is
to investigate new approaches to solving the minimum cost circulation problem in planar
networks more efficiently than in arbitrary graphs. For planar networks, we interpret the
cost function as a function on the lattice, and we show that it is a modular function. It
follows that the set of solutions to the minimum cost circulation problem forms a sublattice. We show that this sublattice consists of the feasible circulations for a network
derived from the original network. This allows us to provide a succinct representation
for the set of minimum cost circulations as well. Minimizing a modular function over a
lattice is a well-known problem in operations research and can be solved by computing
the minimum cut (max-flow) in a network obtained from the dag corresponding to the
circulation lattice. However, this approach does not directly yield a new polynomialtime min-cost circulation algorithm, since the dag is so large. At the end of this paper,
we briefly discuss two possible approaches to obtaining such an algorithm.
Other examples of problems whose solution set has similar structure are the stable
marriage problem and the minimum cut problem. Picard and Queyranne [PQ] have
shown that the set of all minimum cuts forms a distributive lattice where the join and
meet operations are defined as intersection and union, respectively. The structure of
the solution set of the stable marriage problem has been extensively investigated in the
book by Gusfield and Irving [GI]. They show that the set of all stable marriages also
forms a distributive lattice and show that a compact encoding of the entire solution set
is possible. They provide many applications of the lattice structure, e.g., computing an
egalitarian stable marriage solution.

2. Preliminaries and terminology. We begin by defining the circulation problem.
Consider a directed graph G, with each edge e having an integral lower and upper bound
on its capacity, denoted respectively by (e) and u(e) ([t?, u]). When we speak of the
capacity of an edge without specifying whether it is a lower or upper capacity, we mean
its upper capacity.
We are required to find a flow function f E Z that is feasible in that the following two conditions are satisfied:
Capacity constraints. For all e E e(e) _< f(e) <_ u(e) (the flow on each edge is
between the lower and upper bounds on its capacity);
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Conservation constraints. For all v V" 2eein(v) f(e) Yeout(.) f(e). (The flow
into each node equals the flow out of the node.)
The circulation problem is that of finding a feasible flow function (such a flow function may not even exist). In the maximum flow problem, two distinguished vertices are
added to the graph, a source and a sink, and the aim is to maximize the amount of flow
entering the sink. Note that a flow problem in which the flow value is prespecified can
be reduced to a circulation problem.
We will henceforth be restricting our attention to planar graphs. Let G (V, E) be a
directed embedded planar graph. The graph partitions the plane into connected regions
called faces. For each edge e E, let D(e) be the corresponding dual edge connecting
the two faces bordering e. Let D(G)
(F, D(E)) be the dual graph of G, where F is
the set of faces of G and D(E) {D(e)le E E}. The dual graph is planar, too, but may
contain self loops and multiple edges. We refer to graph G as the primal graph.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between primal and dual edges; the direction
of a primal edge e induces a direction on D(e). We use a right-hand rule: If the righthand’s thumb points in the direction of e, then the index finger points in the direction of
D(e) (with the palm facing downward). We refer to dual edges as capacitated as well,
where the capacity of edge D(e) is equal to that of edge e (see Fig. 1).

Nodes of the dual graph
Nodes of the primal graph
FIG. 1. Construction of directed dual graph.

We have the following equivalence rules that relate the orientation of an edge e
w), the sign of its flow f (e), and its lower and upper capacity bounds:
1. The edge v w with flow f(e) is equivalent to the edge w v with flow -f(e);
v with
2. The edge v
w with capacities [g, u] is equivalent to the edge w
capacities I-u,
3. The edge v
w with capacities [, u] is equivalent to two antiparallel edges:
v with capacities [0,-];
w of capacities [0, u] and w
v
4. Let el and e2 be two parallel edges that are oriented in the same direction with
capacities [gl, u] and [g2, u2], respectively. The two edges can be replaced by
one edge with capacity [g + g, u + u] and flow f(el) + f(e).
The residual graph is defined with respect to a given circulation. Let e (v
w)
be an edge with capacities [g, u] and flow f. In the residual graph, e is replaced by two
darts, v w with capacities [0, u f] and w --* v with capacities [0, f g]. A directed

(v

-
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cycle is said to be residual with respect to the given circulation if every edge in the cycle
has positive upper capacity in the residual graph.
Miller and Naor [MN] have shown that, for planar graphs, the maximum flow problem should be formulated with respect to many sources and sinks. They show how to
reduce this problem to a circulation problem with lower bounds on the edges if the demands of the sources and sinks are given. This is done by returning the flow back from
the sinks to the sources via a spanning tree.
An important tool for computing flow functions in planar graphs is the notion of a
Z in the dual graph. This function was first introduced by
potential function p F
Hassin [H], and its usage was later elaborated by [HJ], [J], and [MN]. Let e be an edge in
the graph G and let D(e) (g, h) be its corresponding edge in the dual graph such that
D(e) is directed from g to h. The potential difference over e is defined to be p(h) -p(g).
The following proposition, proved in [HI and [J], can be easily verified.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (7 cl,..., ck be a cycle in the dual graph and let fl,
fk
be the potential differences over the cycle edges. Then k f O.
It follows from the proposition that the sum of the potential differences over all the
edges adjacent to a primal vertex is zero.
A potential function is defined to be consistent if the potential difference over each
edge is between the upper and lower bounds on the capacity (i.e., e < p(h) p(g) < u).
Such a potential function induces a circulation in the graph by defining the flow on an
edge as the potential difference over it. Clearly, the flow on the edge satisfies the capacity
constraints; by using the previous proposition, it is easy to see that the flow conservation
constraints are also satisfied. Once we fix the potential of some particular face as zero,
all the other potentials can be normalized with respect to this face. We will assume that
all consistent potential functions are normalized, and we call the face whose potential is
set to zero the root face. We will assume that the planar embedding is such that the root

-=

face is the infinite face.
How is a consistent potential function computed? Let us consider the dual graph
where each edge D(e) with capacity [e, u] is split by rule 3 above, into two antiparallel
edges, where one edge has capacity u, and the other capacity -L Miller and Naor [MN]
show that, if a solution to a circulation problem exists, then there cannot be negative
cycles in the dual graph. Hence, a natural way for computing a consistent potential
function would be the following: Choose an arbitrary face as the root face; the potential
of face h is defined to be the length of the shortest path in the dual graph from the root
face to h. It follows from properties of shortest paths that the resulting potential function
is indeed consistent. We will refer to this potential function as the shortest path potential
function.
It is easy to see that there is a one-to-one correspondence between consistent (and
normalized) potential functions and circulations. Given a legal circulation C’, a corresponding potential function can be constructed. To do so, the capacity of every edge
is replaced by its actual flow in (7. That is, if the flow on edge e is of value f(e), then
edge D(e) is replaced by two parallel edges in opposite directions, where one edge has
capacity f (e), and the other has capacity zero. The potential of face h is the length of the
shortest path in the dual graph from the root face to h. It is easy to see that this potential
function induces circulation C’.
We henceforth view a potential function as a vector where the entries correspond to
the potentials of the faces, and the potential of the root face (an arbitrary but fixed face)
is always equal to zero. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between circulations
and potential vectors, we will use both terms to refer to a circulation. We also assume
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that all potential values are integral, as we are interested only in integral solutions to the
circulation problem.
3. The lattice structure. Our aim in this section is to investigate the structure of the
set of legal circulations in G. We will show that this set forms a distributive lattice and
also explore its structure. Given two consistent vectors
if, for all components i, P1 (i) >_ P2(i). We say that circulation (71 dominates 2, if, for
their corresponding potential vectors P1 and P2, P1 _> P2. We use the term to refer to
the set of all consistent potential vectors. It is easy to see that 79 is a partial order under
the dominance relation (also written as (79, _)).
We now show that the partial order (79, _--<) is, in fact, a distributive lattice. A distributive lattice is a partial order in which the following hold:
1. Each pair of elements has a greatest lower bound (g.l.b.), or meet, denoted by
a A b, so that a A b _-< a, a A b b, and there is no element c such that c a, c b
and a A b -< c;
2. Each pair of elements has a least upper bound (1.u.b.), orjoin, denoted by a V b,
so that a a V b, b -’_’A_ a V b, and there is no element c such that a c, b c and

-

_ __ _
-

c aVb;
3. The distributive laws hold, namely, a V (b A c) (a V b) A (a V c) and a A (b V c)
(a A b) V (a A c).
We show that (79, ) is a distributive lattice by presenting appropriate definitions for
meet and join.
Given two circulations C1 and C2 (represented as P1 and P2), we define the meet
as the circulation induced by the potential vector Pm min(P1, P2). Clearly, the face
at zero potential in both circulations stays at zero potential. Every face g is assigned a
potential equal to min(P1 (g), P2(g)), where P(g) is the potential of g in C. Similarly,
the join is defined as P max(P1, P2).
The following theorem shows that Pm and Pj are consistent potential vectors, assuming that P1 and P2 are consistent.
THEOREM 3.1. Thepartial order (T’, ) is a distributive lattice, with the meet and join
defined appropriately.
Proof. We first show that the meet and join are consistent potential assignments.
Let g and h be faces in the dual graph bordering primal edge e. The potential across e
is pl (h) pl (g) and p2(h) p2(g), respectively, in each circulation. If pl (h) <_ p2(h)
and pl (g) <_ p2(g), then the meet is clearly consistent. (Similarly, if p2 is the smaller
potential for both g and h.) If pl(h) _< p2(h) and p2(g) _< pl(g), then it follows that
/? _< pl(h)- p2(g) < u (since p(h)- p(g) _> and p2(h)- p2(g) < u). The last case
is when p2(h) < pl(h) and p (g) < p2(g), and it follows that < p2(h) p (g) < u
(since p2(h) p2(g) >_ and pl (h) pl (g) < u). Hence Pm is a consistent potential
assignment.
The proof that Pj is a consistent potential assignment is almost identical. It is also
easy to see that they are the g.l.b, and 1.u.b., respectively. This establishes that (79, _) is
a lattice.
Let a, b, and c be any integers. Then min(a, max(b, c)) max(min(a, b), min(a, c))
and max(a, min(b, c))
min(max(a, b), max(a, c)). Hence, the distributive laws hold
for the lattice 7
It is easy to see that a lattice has a unique minimum and maximum, Pb and Pt, referred to as bottom and top, respectively. We now provide a simple characterization for
them. Let us denote by P the shortest path potential vector, in which the potential of

,
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a face is exactly its distance from the root face in the dual graph. The following lemma
shows that P corresponds precisely to the top of the lattice.
LEMMA 3.2. The potential vector Pt is equal to P.
Proof. The shortest path problem can be cast as a linear program, with a variable zh
for each face h, in which the objective is to maximize -,h Zh, subject to mr 0, where r
is the root face and subject to inequalities zg < zh z,(e) for each edge e h t of the
dual graph. Any vector z satisfying these constraints is a circulation. The top element
[3
of the lattice clearly maximizes the objective function over all lattice elements.
The following lemma, which characterizes the bottom of the lattice, follows by symmetry.
LEMMA 3.3. Let a potential vector P be computed as follows: The potential of.face h
P
in is the length of the shortest path from h to r, the root face, multiplied by -1. Then the
vector P is equal to Pb.

-

-

3.1. Eliminating lower bounds. The existence of the lattice provides us with a simple way of getting rid of lower bounds on edges. To do so, we define a new lattice T" by
normalizing the vectors in 79 with respect to Pb, the bottom element of the lattice. Each
vector P E T’ is replaced by a new vector P’, where P’ P Pb, and subtraction is performed componentwise. This is the same as computing the residual graph with respect
to Pb.

LEMMA 3.4. Let G’ be the residual graph of G with respect to the circulation Pb. Then
(1) the lower bounds on the capacity of the edges in G’ are zero, and (2) the lattice offeasible

circulations in G’ is isomorphic to that in G.
Proof. By the additivity property of flow, each circulation P E 79 can be written
as the sum of two circulations, Pb and some other circulation Q. Hence, the lemma

follows.

E]

3.2. Unidirectional cycles and the lattice. In this section, we establish a connection
between the lattice and unidirectional cycles. Recall that we assumed the planar embedding was such that the infinite face is the root face. Each simple cycle divides the
sphere into two nonempty disjoint sets of faces, called regions. The region containing
the root face is designated the exterior region; the other region is interior. In a traversal
of a directed cycle, all faces that border the cycle on its right are in the same region, the
cycles right-hand re#on.
DEFINITION 3.5. A directed cycle is clockwise if the cycles right-hand re#on is inteor.
Otherwise, the cycle is counterclockwise.
Let us adopt the following convention that follows from the right-hand rule defined
in 2. Pushing positive flow through a directed cycle 7 is equivalent to increasing the
potentials of the faces in C"s right-hand region.
A circulation is said to be maximal in the clockwise direction ("clockwise maximal,"
for short) if there are no clockwise residual cycles with respect to the circulation. "Maximal in the counterclockwise direction" is defined similarly.
We begin by characterizing the top and bottom of the lattice.
THEOREM 3.6. A circulation is clockwise maximal if and only if it corresponds to Pt.
A circulation is counterclockwise maximal if and only if it corresponds to Pb.
Proof. We consider the first statement; the second follows by symmetry. First, we
show that Pt is clockwise maximal. Let F be any clockwise cycle; we show that F is not
residual with respect to Pt because some edge of F has zero residual capacity.
By Lemma 3.2, Pt is the shortest path vector. Let T be the shortest path tree in the
dual graph, rooted at the root face. Since T spans all faces, there must be some face h
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in the interior of F whose parent # in T is in the exterior of F. Then P(h) P(g) + b,
where b is the capacity of the edge D(e) g --, h in the dual graph. Thus b is also the
capacity of the edge e E F in the primal graph. However, the flow f(e) defined by P is
P(h) P(g) b, so the residual capacity is zero.
Conversely, suppose that P is a circulation with respect to which there exists a clockwise residual cycle F. Since F is clockwise, the interior does not contain the root face.
Since F is residual, we can therefore increase the potentials of all faces in the interior by
some positive amount without violating the constraints. Hence P is not the top element
]
of the lattice.
It is tempting to believe that the dominance relation in the lattice can be stated in
terms of saturating clockwise cycles. That is, if P < P2, then circulation P can be
obtained from P by saturating clockwise cycles. Unfortunately, the following counterexample shows that this is not true. Let c and c be clockwise cycles such that Cl
is contained in the interior of c2. We construct two circulations P and P2 such that
P < P. To construct P, take Pb and push one unit of flow in the cycle c in the clockwise direction. To construct P2, take Pb and push one unit of flow in the cycle c2 in the
clockwise direction. Obviously, P < P2, but the only way to obtain circulation P2 from
P is to push a unit of flow in the cycle c2 in the clockwise direction and, in the cycle c,
in the counterclockwise direction.
However, in the next section, we will show that every circulation can be obtained
from Pb by pushing flow through a set of clockwise cycles.
3.3. The Region-Growing Algorithm. In this section, we give a generic algorithm for
obtaining any circulation P, from Pb the bottom circulation of the lattice, by saturating
only clockwise cycles. We assume that circulation P is given as input to the algorithm.
This algorithm will be used to prove that the difference between Pb (or Pt) and any other
circulation is a unidirectional set of cycles. The algorithm can also be used to obtain the
top or bottom elements of the lattice from any given circulation. In 5.2 we briefly discuss
a possible approach to computing a minimum cost circulation based on the idea of the
Region-Growing Algorithm.

-

The Region-Growing Algorithm.
1. LetQ Pb
2. Let R be the set of faces on which Q and P agree; A

-

F-R}

3. For all faces f F- R: Q(f)
4. If Q P, then Goto Step 2.

-

Q(f) + A

-

mini(P(/)

Q(i)li

The correctness of the algorithm is trivial, and clearly the algorithm can be modified
to use the top of the lattice as the initial value of Q. We now prove that the algorithm
has an interesting property.
LEMMA 3.7. The region R remains connected dudng all stages of the algorithm.
Proof. By the construction of Lemma 3.4, we can assume without loss of generality
that all capacity lower bounds in G are zero and that Pb is the all-zeros circulation. Let
f be the assignment of flows to edges defined by the circulation P. Let G’ be the graph
obtained from G by setting upper bounds as follows:

u’ (e)

I

f (e) iff(e)>0,
0

otherwise.
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It is easy to check that P is the shortest path potential vector for G’. Thus the potential P
assigns to a face f is the distance of f from the root face in a graph with nonnegative edgelengths. Now consider the Region-Growing Algorithm. Because we started with the zero
circulation, at any point t in the algorithm, R consists of all faces whose potentials in P
are no more than some value, say v. That is, R consists of faces whose distance from
[3
the root is no more than v. Clearly, R is therefore connected.
The last lemma provides us with the following view of the Region-Growing Algorithm. Initially, R only contains theroot face. At each step: Push a certain amount of
flow (A) on the boundary of R in the clockwise direction; annex to R the faces bordering
it whose potential has reached the desired value.
For example, to obtain Pt from any circulation P, we will run the algorithm "backward." Initially, R only contains the root face. At each step, the boundary of R is saturated, and the faces bordering saturated edges are annexed to R. (A saturated edge e is
an edge, whose flow has either reached its upper bound or its lower bound, and no more
flow can be added to it in the clockwise direction.)
It is easy to see that for an efficient implementation of this algorithm, all we need is a
shortest-path tree in the residual dual graph. This tree can be computed in O(nx/log n)
by Frederickson’s algorithm IF], where n is the number of faces in the graph.
3.4. Vertex capacities. An interesting version of planar flow is the case where vertices as well as edges have capacity constraints [KN]. Vertex capacities may arise in
various contexts such as computing vertex disjoint paths in graphs [KS] and in various
network situations when the vertices denote switches and have an upper bound on their
capacities. For the case of general graphs, this problem can be reduced to the version
with only edges having capacity constraints by a simple idea of "splitting" vertices into
two and forcing all the flow to pass through a "bottleneck" edge in-between. In planar
graphs, this reduction may destroy the planarity of the graph and thus cannot be used.
The following example shows that the set of feasible circulations with vertex capacity
constraints does not form a lattice when circulations are represented by potential vectors.
This may explain in part why it is harder to design efficient algorithms for this case.
Let G (V, E) be a planar graph with five vertices where vl, v2, va, v4 form a directed anticlockwise cycle and v is connected to all other vertices as follows: The edges
from v and va are directed toward vs, and the edges from v5 to v and v4 are directed
away from v. The capacity of vertex v5 is c, and the capacity of each edge is 4c.
We choose the following two feasible circulations. In circulation C, the flow on
edges v, v and vs, v2 is c, and the flow on edges va, v5 and v, v4 is zero. In circulation
Cz, the flow on edges v, v and v, v is zero and the flow on edges va, v and vs, v4 is c.
(The flow on the edges on the cycle Vl, v, va, v4 is not important in both C1 and C.)
It is easy to see that either the meet or the join of C and Cz will generate the circulation in which the flow on edges v, v5 and v, vz is c and the flow on edges va, v5
and vs, v4 is also c. Clearly, this circulation is infeasible (due to the capacity at v5 being

violated).
4. The partial order. There is a partial order associated with every distributive lattice. We will investigate the partial order that is associated with the lattice P. Our exposition will follow Gusfield and Irving [GI, Chap. 2] and Gr/itzer [G, Chap. 2].
Let P[f i] denote the set of all circulations such that the potential of face f is
equal to i. Obviously, P[f
i] induces a sublattice of P. We call a lattice element
irreducible if, for some face f and potential value i, it is the bottom element of P[f i].
Let 1(79 denote the set of all irreducible elements of the lattice. We define the partial
order (I(P), _) as the partial order on I(P) where the dominance relation is inherited
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from 79. Clearly, 1(79) has a unique minimum and maximum since it contains both Pb
and Pt.
For a partial order R, a subset S is said to be closed in R if, for every s E S, the
predecessors of s are also in S. The following theorem is proved in [G, Thm. 9, p. 72]
and [GI, Thm. 2.2.1].
THEOREM 4.1. Define a mapping from the closed subsets of I(T’) into 7:’ by S VS.
Then this mapping is one-to-one and onto. Moreover, if closed subsets S and S’ of 1(7:’)
correspond to circulations P and P’, respectively, then P dominates P’ ifand only if S c_ S’.
It is clear that I(P) may have exponential size if the capacities are exponential. However, we will see that a different partial order can be constructed such that Theorem 4.2
still holds, yet this partial order has a more regular structure, which enables us to represent it succinctly.
The elements P1 and P2 are called consecutive elements in the lattice 79 if P2 covers
P1; i.e., there is no element Q such that P1 < Q < P2. Suppose that elements P1 and
are consecutive and that P < Pz. The minimal difference between P and Pz is defined
to be the pair (f, i), where f is the face on which P and P2 differ and i is the potential
of f in P. (Obviously, the potential of face f in P2 is i + 1.) We denote by 79 the set of
all minimal differences in 79
Note that we can assume without loss of generality that consecutive elements differ
in only one face, since we can assume that there are no edges in the graph whose lower
bound on the capacity is equal to the upper bound. One way of seeing this follows from
3.1, where lower bounds are eliminated, and then such edges have zero capacity and
can be removed from the graph.
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that the potential offace f in Pb and Pt is p and q, respectively.
Then, for all i, p < i < q, there exist consistent potential vectors in which face f has potential i.
Proof. The proof follows from the Region-Growing Algorithm. Run the algorithm
so as to obtain the top element of the lattice. For some k, at the end of step k 1,
Q(f) < i, yet at the end of step k, Q(f) > i. By decreasing A appropriately at step k,
Q(f) i, and the potential vector obtained is consistent.
The last lemma implies that, for consecutive elements P1 and P2 where P < P, the
potential of face f in Pg. is bigger than its potential in P by precisely one unit. Hence, we
can denote a minimal difference by (f, i); i.e., the potential of face f is increased from
toi+ 1.
A maximal chain in a lattice is a chain of consecutive elements that starts at Pb and
ends at Pt. An interesting property of distributive lattices is that each maximal chain
contains all the minimal differences. The minimal differences appear on each maximal
chain in some order, and each minimal difference appears exactly once.
We can now define the partial order (K(P), __). Let D1, D2 E 79; then D1 < Dz if
and only if Vx precedes D on every maximal chain in 79. The motivation for defining
this partial order follows from Theorem 19 of [G, p. 75], which states that every distributive lattice is isomorphic to a ring of sets. A ring of sets is a distributive lattice where
the elements are subsets defined over a base set and the join and meet operations are
respectively defined as intersection and union. Let 7 denote the ring of sets isomorphic
to 79. Then, the closed subsets of the partial order (K(P)) are, in fact, in one-to-one
correspondence with the elements of 7. This leads us to the next theorem, whose proof
follows from [GI, Thm. 2.4.4] and which relates the partial orders 1(79) and K(P).
THEOREM 4.3. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the closed subsets of
I(Y’) and K(T’).
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We are now ready to simplify the partial order K(T’) and define a dag T(T’)
(D, E), which has a succinct description. The vertex set of T(P) is again D, the set
of minimal differences. The edge set of T(P) is defined as follows:
For face f that takes potential values between p and q, there is a directed chain
(f,p) (f,p+ 1),
(f,q- 1) (such a chain is called an f-chain);
For adjacent faces f and g that take potential values between px and ql, and
p2 and q2, respectively, and the edge from f to g has capacity b. There is a
"ladder" between the f-chain and the g-chain: (f, pl)
(g, p +b), (f, px +1) --+
x
min{ql 1,q2 -b- 1}.
(g, Px +b+ 1),..., (f,x) (g,x + b),where
The next theorem relates the closed subsets of the dag T(P) and the elements of
79 The intuitive reason for its correctness follows from the fact that the shortest path
information can be completely recovered from the constraints on adjacent faces.
THEOREM 4.4. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the closed subsets of
T(P) and the elements of 79.
Proof. Let S be any closed subset of T(P). Let f be any face and denote the lower
and upper bounds on its potential values by p and q. Since S is a dosed subset, the
intersection between the f-chain and S is a subchain starting at (f, p) and ending at
(f, xy), where xy _< q 1. The potential vector corresponding to S is defined as follows:
for each face f, assign its potential to be x y. To see that this is a consistent potential
vector, let f and g be any two adjacent faces where the capacity of the edge from f to
g is b. If xa xy > b, then S cannot be a closed subset, since (g, x) e S where as
(f, xg- b) S.
The correspondence in the other direction is proved very similarly. Given a consistent potential vector where face f has potential x f, the closed subset S is constructed as
follows: For each f-chain, the subchain from (f, p) to (f, xf 1) belongs to S. Again,
for any adjacent faces f and g, since Xg Xf b, S is a dosed subset.
We now consider the simple example in Fig. 2(a). The face fl is chosen to be the root
face. The bottom element of the lattice corresponds to the smallest possible potential
vector, which is (0, 1, -4) (these are the potentials of the faces fl, f2, f3, respectively. We
can now modify the graph by eliminating lower bounds on the edge capacities (by constructing the residual graph with respect to Pb). We now get the graph in Fig. 2(b). We
construct its dual graph in Fig. 2(c). This is the graph for which we would like to encode
all feasible potential vectors. The range of potentials for both f2 and f3 can easily be seen
to be 0... 2. We thus construct the two chains (fi, 0), (fi, 1) (i 2, 3) (see Fig. 3). The
ladder edges are added from (fa, j) to (fe, j) (j 0, 1). This gives us T(P), whose closed
subsets encode all the feasible solutions. Clearly, there are six closed subsets of this dag,
i.e., {A), {A, B}, {A, C}, {A, B, C}, {A, B, C, D}. Each closed subset corresponds to
a set of minimal differences, which we can add to Pb to generate an integer circulation.
These closed subsets are in one-to-one correspondence with the set of circulations of the
graph, namely, (0, 1, -4), (0, 1, -3), (0, 2, -3), (0, 1, -2), (0, 2, -2), (0, 3, -2). These circulations are obtained by adding the minimal differences to the potential vector Pb (bottom of the lattice). It is easy to see that the shortest path potential vector corresponds
to the top of the lattice.
In the stable marriage problem, it was shown that every partial order can be associated with some instance of the problem [GI]. An interesting question is whether there
exists a subset of the set of dags that has some "nice" characterization such that there
exists a planar circulation instance that can be associated with each dag in the subset.
Unfortunately, it seems that dags corresponding to planar circulation instances have
very specialized structure: (i) There is a one-to-one correspondence between faces in
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[2, 5]

(c)
FIG. 2. Figure to illustrate example: (a) graph and its dual graph;
dual graph from residual graph.

(f, 1)

D

(b) residual graph with respect to Pb; (c)

c

A
FIG. 3. Figure to illustrate dag T(P).

the planar graph and subsets of vertices in the dag that induce an acyclic tournament,
either directly or by implication (the f-chains); (ii) There is a special structure connecting these subsets (the "ladders") that must correspond to capacities in the circulation
instance.
5. Minimum cost flow. In the minimum cost circulation problem, each edge has, in
addition to its capacity, an associated cost c(e) (sometimes written as c when the edge
is clear from the context). The costs on the edges are assumed to be antisymmetric and
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may be positive as well as negative. The aim is to compute a feasible circulation such
that the cost is minimized, where the cost is defined as

f(e)c(e).
e.E

In a planar graph, the cost of a circulation can be expressed as a function of the
potentials of the faces and face costs. The cost of a face t is defined as follows. Traverse
the boundary of the face clockwise, since the graph is directed some edges are traversed
in the forward direction and some in the reverse direction; see below:
e E forward (g)

e E reverse (g)

The cost of the circulation is ],e f(e)c(e) and is the same as ]geF p(g)c(g).
Let f be a function defined on a lattice Z and let a, b E/. The function f is called
modular if

f (a) + f (b)

f (a V b) + f (a A b).

The next proposition is immediate.
PROPOSITION 5.1. The cost function of a planar circulation is modular
We now show that the solutions to the minimum cost circulation problem form a
sublattice. Let f denote the cost function in a circulation and let P1, P2 E 79 be any two
minimum cost circulations. Since f(P) + f(P2) f(P V P2) + f(P1/x P2), the cost of
f (P1 V P2) and f (P A P2) must be minimum as well.
5.1. Representing the minimum cost solutions. Having shown that the minimum
cost circulations of G form a sublattice, we now describe how to construct a network
G’ whose feasible circulations are exactly the minimum cost circulations of G. Hence, it
follows that the machinery discussed in 4 for representing the set of feasible circulations
can also be applied to represent the set of minimum cost circulations; i.e., a partial order
whose closed subsets correspond to the minimum cost circulations can be constructed.
For any network G (not just for a planar network), once we have a single minimum cost circulation C’, we can represent all minimum cost circulations as C + {C’
C’ is a circulation in G’}, where G’ is a network derived from G and C’. This representation is analogous to the representation of all solutions to a linear system or differential
equation as a single solution, plus the set of solutions to the homogeneous equations.
To compute G’, we first derive reduced edge-costs from the original costs c in the
residual graph of G with respect to (7. Reduced edge-costs are all nonnegative and have
the property that the cost of any cycle in Gc is the same whether we use original costs
or reduced costs. In particular, any cycle in Gc that has zero-cost with respect to the
original costs also has zero-cost with respect to the reduced costs and hence contains
only edges that have zero reduced cost. Let G’ be the subgraph of Gc consisting of
edges with zero reduced cost.
LEMMA 5.2. The set of min-cost circulations in G is {C + C’ C’ a circulation in G’}.
Proof. Let C’ be any circulation in G’. Since G’ is a subgraph of Go, C’ consists
of a collection of cycles of flow in Gc such that C + C’ is a circulation in G. Since G’
contains only edges with zero-reduced cost, every cycle in (7 has zero cost. Hence the
cost of C / C’ is the same as that of C’ and is hence minimum.
Conversely, let C’ be any min-cost circulation in G. Then C’1 C’, being the difference between two circulations, is itself a circulation in Gc and is hence composed of
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cycles of flow. If any such cycle of flow had negative cost, it could be added to (7 to reduce
C’s cost, so there are no negative cycles. Similarly, there are no positive-cost cycles, else
they could be subtracted from Ct to reduce its cost. Thus the difference C (7 consists
of a collection of zero-cost cycles of flow. By the remarks above, each such cycle consists
q
of edges with zero reduced cost, so C C is a circulation in G’.
For completeness, we describe one standard construction for computing reduced
costs. Since C is min-cost, every cycle in Gc has nonnegative cost [FF]. Obtain an
auxiliary graph from Gc by adding a node s and zero-cost edges from s to every original
node. Next, in the auxiliary graph compute shortest path distances d(v) of each node v
from the added node s, using an algorithm, e.g., Floyd-Warshall, that depends only on
the nonexistence of negative cycles.
Now, for each edge e zv in Gc, we define the reduced cost (e) c(e)+d(z)-d(v).
Bellman’s
By
equations, d(v) < c(e) + d(z), so each reduced edge-cost is nonnegative.
Furthermore, it is easy to check that the cost of any cycle in C,c is the same whether we
use original edge-costs or reduced edge-costs, since the d(v)’s cancel out as we traverse
the cycle.
5.2. Directions for future research. An outstanding open question is whether a better algorithm for computing minimum cost circulations in planar graphs can be found.
In what follows, we will outline two possible approaches for this problem.
Minimizing a modular function defined on a lattice is a well-known problem in operations research. We briefly review its solution. (See., e.g., [GI, pp. 130-133], [Ir], [To] for
more details and proofs.) Let the cost of every vertex in the dag T(79) be equal to the cost
of the corresponding face in the original graph. It is easy to see that the minimum cost
circulation problem can be restated as the problem of finding the predecessor-closed set
of minimum cost in T(79), where the cost of a closed set is defined to be the sum of the
costs of its members. The problem of computing the minimum cost closed set can be
reduced to computing the minimum cut in the following graph, denoted by T:
Connect all positive cost vertices to a source and all negative cost vertices to a

sink;
The capacity assigned to edges adjacent to the source or sink is equal to the
absolute value of the cost of the vertices to which they are adjacent;
All other edges have infinite capacity.
Solving this problem directly, by computing a maximum flow, would take too long, because the graph T is too big. However, some algorithm based on maximum flow would
be interesting for the following reason. Most algorithms for computing the minimum
cost circulation have the following form: They start from an initial circulation and generate circulations of smaller cost until a minimum cost circulation is obtained. In the
dag T(T’), a one-to-one correspondence can be established between its closed sets (or
the circulations in 79) and the cuts separating the source from the sink in the graph T.
Thus, all these algorithms can be viewed as algorithms that implicitly compute the minimum cut in T. On the contrary, an algorithm that computes the minimum cut in T via a
maximum flow can be considered a dual algorithm to all other minimum cost circulation
algorithms. The question therefore arises: Can the special structure of T be exploited
to find the maximum flow much more quickly, say by considering only intermediate solutions (feasible flows) of a certain form ?
A different approach to computing a minimum cost circulation follows from the
Region-Growing Algorithm. What happens when this algorithm is applied to the minimum cost circulation problem? At each step of the algorithm, we must first decide
whether to push some amount of flow in the clockwise direction and then decide which
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faces to annex to R. These decisions will depend on the cost of the boundary of R in the
clockwise direction. The easy case is when the cost is negative: Then the boundary is
saturated, and the faces that border on saturated edges are annexed to R. The difficulty
arises when the boundary has positive cost. Then there is no gain in pushing more flow
on the boundary in the clockwise direction. From the existence of the Region-Growing
Algorithm, we know that there is at least one face f that borders R and can be annexed
to it; i.e., the potential of f has reached its value in some optimal solution. Does there
exist a simple criterion for determining which face that is?
Another intriguing research question concerns dynamic computation of feasible or
minimum cost circulations in planar networks. Suppose that we are given a circulation
and assume that the capacities are changed on edges of a single face. It follows from the
correspondence between circulations and shortest paths that it is easy to derive a new
circulation from an old one in O(nx/log n) time [F] by using the notion of reduced cost.
What can be said about the analogous problem for minimum cost flow?
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